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         TAXI TOP ADS PROVIDE MULTIPLE IMPRESSIONS!
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new HEIGHTS in outdoor 

DRIVE YOUR MESSAGE ALL OVER TOWN.

Taxi advertising, the newest form in out-of-home advertising, combines high frequency, eye-level impact 
with the consumer market to deliver efficient and targeted impressions.

Taxis are never zoned out or restricted to specific commuter routes.
They are a single mass-medium capable of covering the entire market, offering maximum daily exposure 
and market penetration. Taxis cover the city: from hotels, the airport, shopping centers, and restaurants to 
corporate conventions, sporting events, and tourist attractions - everywhere consumers go.

Taxis move with the people.
In metropolitan markets like no other advertising, taxis engage daily travelers and tourists. Unlike traditional 
billboards, taxi advertising continuously change locations, ensuring maximum viewer frequency due to general 
travel and circulation patterns.

Taxis ads are prime-time. 
Taxi ads guarantee prime-time visibility in commuter track during the busy morning and evening commutes. 
Taxi ads circulate throughout the market 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Taxi stands are located across the region 
in high-visibility locations:  airports, restaurants, train stations, hotels, shopping malls, etc. 

Put it where they can’t miss it...Eye level and fully mobile.

Brilliantly Illuminated!
Our illuminated tops are designed to give your advertising campaign the impact and recognition needed 
to promote your product or service in today’s competitive market.

Take advantage of the dramatically increasing volume of automobile and pedestrian activity that occupies 
the city every day and night.

High Exposure!



Baltimore, MD, Washingon, D.C. Northern, VA, Montgomery 
County, MD, Prince George’s County, MD, Columbia, MD

137 National Plaza, Suite 300, National Harbor, Maryland, 20745
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Washington, D.C.
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Ideas Driven OUTDOOR Solutions

Washington D.C. is the 8th largest DMA
market in the U.S. Home to our nation’s 
president and government, this heavy
trafficked district houses more than 5
million people.  Pure Advertising’s media
impacts the heart of this area, reaching the
hundres of commuters.   The Metro area 
is made up of 17 counties situated within 
the District of Columbia, Maryland, and 
Virginia.  With historic landmarks positioned 
throughout this area, the population of DC
is growing each year with the flux of tourist.  
DC is also a huge college market, with major 
universities and graduate schools drawing in a diverse youth market.  There are well-known cultural 
venues such as the Kennedy Center and the Lincoln Theater.  For the sports fanatics, Washington, DC 
is home to the NFL’s Redskins, NBA’s Wizards, MLS’s DC United, and MBL National’s, and NHL’s Capitals.  Very upscale and affluent, Washington, DC has the 
Very upscale and affluent, Washington, DC has the highest average household income in the United 
States.*

Capitol Improvement

Market Profile

MARKET COVERAGE DATA:

Metro Population 18+: 4,142,890
Total # of Taxis: 650
Areas Served: District of Columbia, Northern

Virginia (Fairfax, Prince William,
Arlington County), Suburban
Maryland (Montgomery, Prince
George’s County)

Total # Commuter Buses:  120
Areas Served: District of Columbia, Maryland 

(Annapolis, Baltimore, Columbia,
Prince George’s County).  
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CAPABILITY STATEMENT

Founded in 2010,                            is a Maryland-based outdoor advertising company with 
a growing portfolio of local and national clients.  Our goal is to �nd imaginative ways to elevate your brand, put 
your message across in a clear and decisive way. We aim to understand your business and projects so we can tailor 
our services to suit your particular advertising needs. Our main o�ce operate as a single organization with high 
levels of communication, cooperation and transparency. 

CORE COMPETENCIES 

OUR SERVICES

ABOUT OUR FOUNDER 
 with over twenty years of experience in outdoor

PAST PERFORMANCE

DIFFERENTIATORS

CERTIFICATIONS

NAICS CODES
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